H.C.Westermann
Master Carpenter of the Subconscious
BY SUSAN HAGEN

he great 2Oth-century artist Horace

Clifford Westermann (1922-l99t)
has always been regarded as an
artists' artist: a hardworking idealist with a
vast body of work filled with good ideas.
Now, in H. C. Westermann, Ihe first major
retrospective in more than 20 years, his
work has been crisscrossing the country for
the past year or

so-and for the first time it

may win the appreciation of a larger audience. Luckily, the show's curators, Llmne
Warren and Michael Rooks of the Museum

of Contemporary Lrt, Chicago, opted to
put together an enormous and untidy

show, choosing not to sand off the rough
edges of Westermann's oeuwe or squeeze it
into neat categories of art history.

It's fitting, too, that the exhibition

is

making a giant swirling one and a halfway trip across the U.S., as Westermann's
work really captures American life of his
time. While he's sometimes been labeled
an outsider artist, Westermann was in
fact an educated artist who regularly
exhibited his work from 1958 on-for
example, he had 36 solo exhibitions during his lifetime, including l6 at Allan

Frumkin's galleries in New York and
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Chicago. He continuously enjoyed a con-

vivial professional relationship with
many of his peers. Yet, he was always his
own man. Westermann was one of the
first Modern American artists to incorporate regionalism-sygn though his work
evolved out of an international style of

Modernist and Surrealist art-he lived
and put down roots in California, Illinois
and Connecticut and he drew something

from all these places that went into his
work. I like to think of it as terroir, a wine
term describing the expression of the
unique flavors of a specific environment,

CLOCKWISE FROM

LEFT-

"Nouveau Rat Trap" (f965); birch pl1'wood,
rosewood, metal, and rubber bumpers;
13" x34" x73/t",

"I Wonder if I Really Love Her?" (f 957); plywood,
varnish, paint, and graphite; 21" xl9Vz" x22".
"Untitled ('I & C Box')" (1959); pine, brass,
mirror, and enamel; 16%" x 13" x 10".

glass,

"Homage to American Art (Dedicated to Elie
Nadelman)" (1966); Douglas fir, ash, cast lead,
and antique shovel handle; 48%" x 18" x l8%".

"Now when this piece is shipped I want
these same 2 screws used

to secure this

lid-because they are the right size!" He
may have been inspired by his grandfather and uncles' woodworking projects:
marquetry boxes, coffins, and a little toy
ladder made for him when he was very

young. Vernacular woodworking and
carpentry traditions, such as doll houses,
ship models, patent models, log cabins,
cabinets, furniture and jewelry boxes, also
informed his work.
Although he utilized traditional wood,

working and carpentry techniques,
Westermann clearly worked in the realm
of sculpture. His work shows the influence

of Cornell and Giacometti's surrealist
tableaux, DuBuffet or Miro's distorted
personages, Duchamp and the spnbolic

objects of Dada. The piece titled
"Imitation Knotty Pine Box" (1966), is
rather remarkable in that it uses impeccable craftsmanship to undermine the
expectations of traditional techniques. The

opposite occurs

in "Nouveau Rat Trap"

(1965)-where fancy, swirling forms on
artist. Westermann had a unique understanding of Duchamp's premise and, not
without a certain irony, built a vast body of
work that made a point of giving physical
substantiality to conceptual art.
During his years in Chicago, 19471950 and 1952-196\, he made a living as
a carpenter and handl'rnan. He channeled

this experience directly into his artwork,
making many wood sculptures so solid
and sturdy that you could drive a truck
over them. Over-the-top craftsmanship,
overbuilding, and excessive durability
was his usual method, sometimes to

ludicrous effect. Westermann believed in

a

rosewood base make up a decidedly mun-

dane functional object. Either way, the
joke's on us, and we love it. Westermann's

work has been.misunderstood

as being

naive-but the show demonstrates quite

job well and often became irritated with clients who didn't appreciate
quality craftsmanship. On one piece he
carved the words: "Walnut-and there
isn't much left you know." Once he got
started on his commentary he figured
doing

a

he'd add the important information:
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well that it has a complex set of influences.
Pop imagery like cars, mechanical gadgets,
Coca-Cola bottles, cornball jokes, and the
American dream weave their way through
his work. Themes inspired by contemporary film and literature, as well as current
events, also can be found in many of his
sculptures. His work is both folksy and

sophisticated (like Elie Nadelman-an

early 2}th-century sculptor whom he
admired), and enormously appealing to
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LEFTTORIGHT"Suicide Tower" (f965); mahogany, brass, ebony,
postcards, and metal;433/+" x15%" x137,/e",

was formed and not made on a lathe.")

"Antimobile" (1965); Douglas fir, marine

Westermann's approach to his sculptures was workman-like, but stemmed

plywood, metal birycle pedal, and steel bolt with
wing nut; 67%" x35Vz" x27lz".

from extremely personal sources. His
work is about interpreting the emotions
coming out of his experiences-fear, anxiety, anger, love, compassion, bitterness,
etc.-rather than a literal representation

"The Big Change" (1963); Douglas fir marine
plywood, masonite, and ink; 75%" x20V+" x20r/t",

of the events of his life. He wrote: "I

Westermann always worked with

must have felt when his wife and son left

would most certainly prefer to die than to
do one, just one, piece that I didn't pour

imagery, such as houses, figures,.ships, or
boxes that were, technically speaking, not
real series but multiple recurrent subjects.

him. Many of these pieces turn the uni-

everything conceivable, into." One sculpture has an engraved inscription: "from
where ol Cliff lives & that's the heart." His

quirky physical presence. Westermann's
life-long obsession with physical fitness

Woven throughout this imagery are
ongoing themes of domesticity, identity,
and the psychology of relationships.
Westermann used the house form
(always boxy with a pitched roof) to
stand for many things, but most often it

versal struggles in domestic life into a
classic epic theme containing both tragic

and comic elements, with a tension

and body building may have predisposed

was a kind of psychological portrait of an

him to make particularly strong wellmade objects with a proudly physical

individual in distress. "Memorial to the
Idea of Man if He Was an Idea" (1958) is

between the individual's need for independence and the need for companionship, the desire for safety and security
frustrated by human nature.
Ideas of Modernity and mechanization
pervade Westermann's oeuvre, especially
as personified in his sculptures ofpersonages and robots. Some, like "Flying Thing

nature. As a youth he frequented "muscle
beach" in Santa Monica and, later, after

an ordinary cupboard transformed into a
hypothetical portrait of a universal ideal.
The piece "Mysteriously Abandoned New
Home" (1958) seems to explore an existential crisis in the American Dream, as
well as to hint at the pain Westermann

Machine" (1959), are absurdly anthropomorphized nonfunctional machines. You
can see the influence of sleek Modernist
sculptures by artists such as Henry
Moore, Elie Nadelman, and Iean Miro-

work was fi1led with feeling, but ideas are
always part of them, as is their solid,

getting out of the army in 1946, he
worked as a professional acrobat for a
short time. Later, he shared thi's passion
for exercise and acrobatics with Joanna.
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(Male)" (1958) and "Angry Young

CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER

"Korea" (1965); pine,
objects; 34%'t x

LEFT-

glass, rope, brass, and

found

l6la" x83/s".

"Death Ship Run Overbya'66 Lincoln Continental"
(1966); pine, plate glass, ebony, U.S. dollar bills,

putty, brass, and inlglis/a" x32r/2" xll3A".
"fack of Diamonds" (1981); wire lath, sheet metal,
oak, pine, and vermiJ\on; 793/+" x 363/r" x23s/s".

"ScarfJoint" (1970); Douglas fir, ink;
l0Vz" xSVzt'x3r/z't.

fused Modernism, Surrealism, and
Conceptual art with popular culture, and
injected it with a whole lotta heart. He has
influenced several generations of artists,

the house were isolated and repeated in
pieces of sculpture. For example, "Scarf
Joint" (1970) was a life-size demonstration

from the Chicago Imagists and Hairy
Who? in Chicago, funlcy West Coast artists
such as William T. Wiley and Robert
Arneson, to neo-conceptualists like Bruce

of the joint (as well as a birthday gift), and
"Jack of Diamonds" (1981), a huge male
figure made of galvanized wire lath, corner
bead, and sheet metal and standing on a
oak, pine, and vermillion marquetry base,
demonstrated an imaginative use for the
material he used as a base for the hand-

plastered walls of the house. "fack

Nauman and Richard Artschwager. Even
though this retrospective exhibition is huge
and unwieldy, it will surely allow a new

generation of artists and art lovers, and
perhaps a wider public, to discover first-

of

hand the range and depth of H. C.

Diamonds" is a wonderfully complex
piece. It might very well be an allegorical

his growing awareness of his own mortali-

Westermann's achievement.

ty. Westermann died on November

self-portrait, with interwoven references to
the symbolic |ack of Diamonds card, the
iack-of-all-trades, and "The House that

1981, only a few days after the opening

The editor would like to thank the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago,
and especially Ren6e |essup and |ennifer
Harris for their invaluable assistance in

lack Built,"

as

well

as

to the diamond-

shaped pattern of the expanded metal lath.
The piece was Westermann's final work of

art, and its bare skeletal presence hints at

3,

of
his one-person exhibition at Xavier
Fourcade, Inc. in New York.
Now 21 years after H. C. Westermann's
death, art historians are still struggling to

understand the work and impact of this
quirky American genius who somehow
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providing the images for this article.
Susan Hagen is a sculptor and writer; she
Iiues in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

